Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing is one of key technologies for achieving attractive P2P multimedia social networking. In P2P filesharing systems, file availability is improved by cooperative users who cache and share files. Note that file caching carries costs such as storage consumption and processing load. In addition, users have different degrees of cooperativity in file caching and they are in different surrounding environments arising from the topological structure of P2P networks. With evolutionary game theory, this paper evaluates the performance of P2P file sharing systems in such heterogeneous environments. Using micro-macro dynamics, we analyze the impact of the heterogeneity of user selfishness on the file availability and system stability. Further, through simulation experiments with agent-based dynamics, we reveal how other aspects, for example, synchronization among nodes and topological structure, affect the system performance. Both analytical and simulation results show that the environmental heterogeneity contributes to the file availability and system stability.
Introduction
File sharing is one of key technologies for achieving attractive multimedia social networking. Each user treasures multimedia contents, for example, video and music, in his/her own terminal and they are shared with other users. Since the number of users continues to increase and user terminals become more heterogeneous with the development of mobile technologies, it is desirable to achieve file sharing in a form of peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, which are self-organized and scalable without any specific infrastructure.
To realize effective P2P file-sharing, two key issues should be considered: User selfishness and heterogeneity. Since each node participating in the system is a user's terminal, it is controlled by the user. In general, each user is selfish and hesitates to actively share files due to costs for file caching, such as storage consumption, processing load, and bandwidth consumption [1] . On the other hand, the heterogeneity of user environments can be classified into self environments and surrounding environments. Each user potentially has a cooperative degree in file caching, depending on its terminal performance, access link capacity, and sense of value to the file, a On the other hand, the surrounding environment is represented as the connectivity relationship between nodes, which is determined by the topological structure of P2P networks. Each user has to determine its behavior so as to maximize its own benefit, taking account of the behavior of its neighboring nodes. These user environments are unique to each user and become more heterogeneous with the increase of nodes and the development of mobile technologies. In this paper, we reveal how these heterogeneity affects the performance of P2P filesharing systems.
For this purpose, we utilize evolutionary game theory, which is a framework to examine what kinds of phenomena emerge from mutual interactions among many and heterogeneous individuals [2] . Evolutionary game theory was originally devised to reveal the mechanism that superior genes with high fitness for the environment are inherited from ancestors to offspring, through competition among individuals in the evolutionary process of organisms. In P2P file-sharing systems, the system behavior emerges from interactions among potentially selfish nodes. In view of a similarity between biological societies and P2P file-sharing systems, we apply evolutionary game theory to revealing how the selfish nodes' behavior affects the performance of the whole system under heterogeneous environments.
Evolutionary game theory provides us with both theoretical and simulation-based approaches, that is, micro-macro dynamics [3] and agent-based dynamics [4] . Micro-macro dynamics mathematically describes the dynamic behavior of a micro-macro loop that defines interactions between micro behaviors and macro behaviors, where micro behavior and macro behavior are regarded as actions of heterogeneous individuals and the collective behavior resulting from mutual interactions among individuals, respectively. Thus micromacro dynamics enables us to analytically reveal how interactions about file caching among nodes affect the caching condition of the whole system. In particular, it is a great advantage of micro-macro dynamics that the system performance and stability condition are expressed in terms of system parameters, including the degree of user selfishness.
Note that micro-macro dynamics assumes each node to be able to know the behavior of all other nodes, even though it may be difficult in large-scale networks. Agent-based dynamics can complement this shortcoming by introducing a network for communication and modeling the node behavior based only on local interactions between adjacent nodes in the network. It models a phenomenon that a superior strategy spreads over the network in a hop-byhop manner. Consequently, we can find out the system characteristics in various network topologies, where nodes behave selfishly based on their local information. In addition, with agent-based dynamics, we can also examine the impact of synchronization/asynchronization among nodes, the distribution of cached files, and the impact of highdegree nodes' characteristics and behavior on the overall performance.
We model interactions about file caching among nodes as a caching game between two nodes, where payoff matrices are different among nodes. We then show that the cooperative degree of each node in file caching can be represented by a single parameter (called the threshold) deduced from its payoff matrix. We assume that threshold values of nodes follow Zipf 's law, and represent the user heterogeneity in terms of this parameter. Applying evolutionary game theory to this model, we reveal the performance of P2P file-sharing systems in heterogeneous environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce several research backgrounds and related works. We explain the system model in Section 3 and describe the overview of evolutionary game theory in Section 4. Section 5 provides theoretical analysis of micromacro dynamics and Section 6 shows the result of simulation experiments with agent-based dynamics. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
Related Works
There are several studies on existing P2P file-sharing systems such as Napster [5] , Gnutella [6] , KaZaA [7] , and BitTorrent [8] , based on real measurement [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] . They revealed the system characteristics, for example, the system scale, the number and kinds of shared files, and the distributions of available bandwidth, search latency, and life time. Furthermore, some of them focused on user selfishness [1, 9, 12] . Those works discussed the characteristics about nodes' cooperative degree to file sharing in terms of the number of cached files per node and access link capacity declared to other nodes, and they insisted that there are free riders that only download files.
The increase of free-riders deteriorates the file availability, which is one of the most important performance metric for each user. For a specific file, the file availability is defined as the ratio of the number of nodes caching the file to the total number of nodes in the system. The file availability should be positive, otherwise nodes could not retrieve the file. Note that users may hesitate to cooperatively cache files due to the cost for file caching, such as storage consumption, processing load, and bandwidth consumption. This would be the major factor in the increase of free riders. The impact of the user selfishness on the system performance, however, have not been figured out completely.
In recent years, several researchers applied game theory to studying the relationship between the user selfishness and the system performance [13, 14] . They insisted that the free riders can be reduced by introducing incentive mechanisms, where in compensation for caching files, nodes can obtain payments and/or reputations from other nodes retrieving them. Such incentive mechanisms, however, require exchange of correct information about the payments and/or reputations, and thus they are not applicable to such systems as Freenet [15] that provides nodes with anonymity in communication.
The relationship between the user selfishness and the cooperative behavior among users has also been attracting attention in research fields other than information networking. Refs [16] [17] [18] employ evolutionary game theory for studying the human society consisting of heterogeneous individuals and explore what mechanisms lie behind the emergence of the cooperative behavior under temptation to be selfish. They found that the emergence of the cooperative behavior are closely related to the topological structure of the human society, users' sense of value to cooperativity, and so on.
With the help of these knowledge, several researchers have been applying evolutionary game theory to the control of information networks and the performance evaluation of information systems [19, 20] . Hales and Arteconi proposed SLACER algorithm that controls the topological structure of P2P networks, based on evolutionary game theory [19] . In SLACER, each node updates its neighboring nodes so as to maximize its own payoff, under the assumption that cooperative groups can yield more payoffs than uncooperative groups. Consequently, multiple groups of cooperative nodes are constructed, which look like a protein-structure topology [21] .
Using evolutionary game theory, Sasabe et al. evaluated the performance of P2P file sharing systems [20] . They modeled interactions about file caching among nodes as a caching games. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, they showed the game structure for maintaining the positive file availability. Note that they considered only the situation that the benefit and the cost for file caching are identical among nodes. In practice, however, they can vary from node to node. Table 1 shows a general payoff matrix between two players used in game theory. A defector exploiting a cooperator obtains T and the exploited cooperator receives S. Both players receive R (P) when they cooperate (defect) each other. Prisoner's dilemma game (T > R > P > S, 2R > T + S) and snowdrift game (T > R > S > P) are well-known examples. In P2P file sharing systems, each node has two strategies: caching (S c ) and no caching (S n ). The node with S c (resp., S n ) corresponds to a cooperator (resp., defector). The work in [20] shows that cooperative caching can be accomplished if T > R ≥ S > P.
System Model
The parameters of the payoff matrix can vary from node to node in practice, because a large variety of users can participate in P2P file sharing systems and the sense of value to a specific file is different among users. In order to represent such a user heterogeneity, we extend Tables 1 and 2 , where we assume
. . , N) for each node k. As a result, our game model can be categorized into an asymmetric complementarity game with complete 
information for two players in which the payoff matrix is asymmetric, taking different strategy of the opponent yields better payoffs, and the player has complete information about the payoff matrix.
Strategy Selection.
As mentioned above, every node decides whether to cache the file after a certain number of caching games with other nodes. At each game, the node rationally behaves; it selects one of strategies S c and S n , which acquires more payoff than the other. In what follows, we describe the detail of the strategy selection. We define p(t) as the ratio of the number of cooperators (i.e., nodes selecting S c ) to the total number N of nodes in the systems at time t. The expected payoff U i (S c ) that node i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) obtains when selecting S c is given by
(
Similarly, we have the expected payoff U i (S n ) that node i obtains when selecting S n :
Node i then selects the strategy with higher expected payoff.
, node i is assumed to select S n so that we evaluate the system performance in a less cooperative situation. Thus the strategy X i (t + 1) of node i at time t + 1 is given by
It then follows from (1)- (3) that
where θ i denotes the threshold parameter of node i, which represents the degree of cooperativity of node i:
Under the condition T i > R i ≥ S i > P i , θ i ranges from 0 to 1. From (4), we find that node i prefers taking the cooperative strategy if θ i approaches to one. Thus the larger θ i indicates that node i is potentially cooperative. We should also note here that each node i can determine its behavior (strategy) based only on its own θ i and surrounding information p(t).
Heterogeneous Environments.
We consider two kinds of heterogeneity: user heterogeneity and network heterogeneity. The user heterogeneity represents the diversity of cooperative degrees of nodes in caching a specific file. On the other hand, the network heterogeneity arises from the topological structure of P2P file-sharing networks. 
Note here that K is closely related to varieties of the threshold and α determines the degree of the bias of threshold values. Thus the user heterogeneity is mainly dominated by K, and the users' sense of value becomes more heterogeneous with the increase of K.
Topological Structure.
The topological structure determines the locality of information that each node can obtain through interactions with other nodes. Note that communication overhead in terms of the total number of transferred messages increases with the hop count between two nodes. In most P2P networks, a topological structure is determined by rules for updating links between nodes and the average number of links per node, that is, node degree. In this paper, we consider three kinds of topologies: full-mesh, random, and scale-free networks.
In the full-mesh network, all nodes are directly connected each other. However, the assumption of the full-mesh network may not be realistic in large-scale systems. Therefore, to gain a deep insight about the impact of the topological structure, we also evaluate the system performance under Waxman random networks [22] and scale-free networks based on Barabási-Albert (BA) model [23] .
The Waxman random network is constructed by connecting each node pair (u, v) by a link with probability P(u, v):
where D(u, v) denotes the distance between nodes u and v, L denotes the maximum distance between arbitrary nodes, and a > 0 and b ≤ 1 are control parameters. Equation (7) indicates that the probability of establishing a link between two nodes decreases exponentially with the increase of their distance.
The scale-free network is a network whose degree distribution follows a power law: p(k) ∝ k −γ , where p(k) denotes the probability that a randomly chosen node has degree k and γ denotes a parameter. In the scale-free network, there are a small number of high-degree nodes and a large number of low-degree nodes.
Evolutionary Game Theory
In societies of organisms, various individuals influence each other. Evolutionary game theory [2] originally aims to reveal the mechanism in which optimum behaviors are inherited by offspring through the evolutionary process of organisms. In the frame work of evolutionary game theory, an individual behavior defined by genes is regarded as a strategy in game theory and the number of offspring selecting the behavior is proportional to payoff acquired by the strategy. In such a case, various individuals are in strategically mutual dependence relation of game theory. Thus we can apply game theory to explaining the phenomenon that superior behaviors spread over a society of organisms through inheritance from ancestors to offspring. Moreover, in sociology and economics, there are several studies using evolutionary game theory, which aim to reveal such a phenomena that valuable information and behavior spread over human societies [16] [17] [18] .
Micro-Macro Dynamics.
Micro-macro dynamics [3] is a mathematical tool of modeling the dynamic behavior of a micro-macro loop, that is, interactions between micro behavior and macro behavior. Note here that the microbehavior is regarded as actions of heterogeneous individuals and the macrobehavior as a collective behavior arising from mutual interactions among individuals. Thus, using micromacro dynamics, we can reveal how the interactions about file caching among nodes affect the caching condition in the whole system. Let p(t) denote the ratio of the number of cooperators to the total number N of nodes in the system at time t. Micromacro dynamics describes the transition of p(t) as a result of interactions among nodes, which can be obtained as follows.
Recall that each node determines the next strategy according to the current p(t) and its threshold θ i (see (4)). We define F(θ) as the cumulative distribution function of the threshold:
Note that p(t +1) is given by the ratio of the number of nodes with p(t) < θ i to the total number of nodes in the system. Because F(p(t)) gives the ratio 1 − p(t + 1) of the number of nodes with θ i ≤ p(t) to N, we obtain
Equation (9) provides us with the relationship between the user selfishness and the system performance/stability
International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting 5 condition. The details will be given in Section 5. Note that (9) represents the system dynamics but each node does not solve this equation. As shown in (4), each node i determines its strategy based only on θ i and p(t) which is calculated by itself.
Agent-Based Dynamics.
Micro-macro dynamics is a powerful mathematical tool because it can reveal the impact of system parameters on the system performance. Note that in micro-macro dynamics, all nodes are assumed to be able to obtain the global parameter p(t). In actual systems, however, it would be difficult for each node to obtain p(t) in a timely manner due to communication overheads. Agent-based dynamics complements this shortcoming by modeling the decision making of nodes based on local interactions only with neighboring nodes in the network. As a result, agent-based dynamics models a phenomenon that a superior strategy spreads over the network in a hop-byhop manner. Note that micro-macro dynamics is equivalent to agent-based dynamics in a full-mesh network where all nodes connect to each other.
In applying evolutionary game theory to P2P file-sharing systems, we assume that each node determines its behavior through local interactions with nodes located within d (d ≥ 1) hops. d = 1 and d = ∞ result in agent-based dynamics and micro-macro dynamics, respectively. By controlling d, we can reveal how the locality of information exchanged among nodes affect the system performance. Furthermore we can observe the strategy distribution in the network, which can be regarded as the distribution of cached files. In what follows, we give the detail of agent-based dynamics for P2P file-sharing systems.
We first define a generation as the time interval of strategy updates. We consider two kinds of systems: Synchronous and asynchronous systems. In the synchronous system, all nodes update their strategies simultaneously at the beginning of each generation, while in the asynchronous system, only one node chosen randomly from the population updates its strategy at the beginning of each generation.
In the gth (g = 1, 2, . . .) generation, node i (which is eligible to update its strategy at the beginning of the g + 1st generation) plays a game once with every node located within d hops and calculates the ratio p i (g) of cooperators including itself. Node i then determines the next strategy X i (g + 1) in the g + 1st generation as follows:
Thus, each node i does not require the global information p(t) to determine its strategy. Note that the initial strategy X i (0) (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) is arbitrary. The impact of the initial strategy distribution will be discussed in Section 6.
Analysis of Micro-Macro Dynamics
In this section, we analyze micro-macro dynamics given in (9) . In particular, we are concerned with the file availability, 
which is defined as the ratio p(t) of the number of cooperators to the total number N of nodes for a sufficiently large t.
File Availability.
Suppose that the system is in steady state. The file availability in steady state should be the fixed point p * of (9):
which is called the equilibrium. We can numerically obtain the equilibrium p * with Newton's method [24] . Because
is monotonically decreasing function with F(1/K) = 1 and F(1) = 0, p * is unique when K > 1 and it is given by the intersection of y = x and y = F(x) (see Figure 1) . Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium p * as a function of K (K ≥ 2). In all cases of α = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, p * steeply drops in the range of 2 ≤ K ≤ 10 and converges to a value depending on α. We also find that high user heterogeneity, that is, large K and α, leads to a small p * . The reason of this phenomenon is that the number of uncooperative nodes increases with K and/or α (see (6) ). The most important result for P2P file sharing systems is that p * is always positive; there is at least one cached file in the network.
System Stability.
In this section, we discuss the stability of the equilibrium p * . When the equilibrium is stable, p(t) converges to p * once it reaches the vicinity of the equilibrium. Otherwise, p(t) continues to oscillate forever even if it starts from the neighborhood of the equilibrium p * . Therefore the stability of the equilibrium is significant for P2P file sharing systems to achieve effective and stable file caching. In what follows, we first consider the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium, which ensure the convergence of (9) We then extend the discussion to the region where p(t) is certain to converge to p * . It follows from the standard theory of difference equations [25] that the equilibrium is asymptotically stable if the absolute value of the first derivative of F(x) = 1 − F(x) at the equilibrium x = p * is less than one. Because F(x) is a decreasing function of x, we have
The asymptotic stability of the equilibrium depends on parameters K and α, which determine the degree of the user heterogeneity and its bias, respectively. When α = 1, we obtain
where we use p * = F(p * ) in the second equality. It then follows from (12) that a sufficient condition of the asymptotic stability for α = 1 is given by
Recall that F(x) is in [0, 1] and monotonically decreases with x (1/K ≤ x ≤ 1). Therefore (14) is equivalent to
Manipulating (8) and (15), we finally obtain a sufficient condition of the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium for α = 1:
Thus the system is asymptotically stable for a sufficiently large K when α = 1. On the other hand, when α / = 1, we obtain
Since this equation is too complicate to analyze, we proceed the discussion with numerical examples. Figure 3 depicts |F (1) (p * )| for K ≥ 2. We find that the minimum integer K that satisfies (12) is equal to 15, 16, and 18 for α = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, respectively. Note that when α = 1, the minimum integer K = 16 satisfies (16) .
We now consider the region where p(t) converges to the asymptotically stable p * . A simple sufficient condition can be obtained as follows. Suppose that there exists an open region R such that p * ∈ R and for p(t) ∈ R,
If p(0) ∈ R, it is easy to see that p(t) steadily approaches to
It can be shown that if
holds for all t (t = 1, 2, . . .) because F(x) is a decreasing convex function (see (8) 
and r max is given by the unique solution of r min = F(x). Since R is determined by K and α, the system stability depends on K and α.
International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting Next we consider the speed of convergence. The highspeed convergence is beneficial because nodes can determine whether to cache a file shortly. In Figure 4 (a) (K = 30) and Figure 4 (b) (K = 100), we show the transient behavior of p(t) governed by (9) , where α = 1.0. Comparing these figures, we find that the larger K leads to the shorter convergence time, independent of p(0). The reason of this phenomenon is that the slope at the vicinity of the equilibrium becomes gentle with the increase of K (cf. Figure 1 ). This result indicates that high user heterogeneity contributes to fast decision-making for file caching. We obtained similar results for α / = 1, too. Figure 4(c) shows the case that the equilibrium p * is not asymptotically stable, where K = 5, and α = 1.0. In such a case, p(t) does not converge to p * . Rather, p(t) oscillates permanently between 0 and 1 after a certain period of time, depending on p(0). Thus, we cannot achieve effective file caching due to the unpredictable file availability. We confirmed that this property also emerged when α / = 1. From the above results, we conclude that high user heterogeneity leads to a stable file caching, while keeping the file availability positive.
Simulation Experiments with Agent-Based Dynamics
With micro-macro dynamics and full-mesh networks, the preceding section analytically derived the relationship between the user heterogeneity and the system performance.
In this section, we proceed to evaluate the impact of the network heterogeneity on the system performance, using agent-based dynamics. In particular, we reveal how the system synchronization, the topological structure, and the characteristics and behavior of high-degree nodes affect the system performance. Note that those issues cannot be investigated through micro-macro dynamics. Because the distribution of the cooperators can be obtained through simulation experiments, we evaluate search latency, that is, the number of hops to reach the nearest cooperative node, in addition to the performance metrics used in the preceding section.
Simulation Model.
We use NetLogo [26] in our simulation experiments. We prepare full-mesh, random and scale-free networks of 1,000 nodes. Random networks are generated by Waxman algorithm [22] with a = 0.15 and b = 0.2. On the other hand, scale-free networks are generated based on Barabási-Albert (BA) model [23] , where the number m of links that a newly participating node will establish is set to be 1, 2, or 4. For the sake of comparison, we adjust the average degree in random networks to 2m. We use the topology generator BRITE [27] to generate those random and scale-free networks. Recall that the threshold θ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 1, 000) represents the cooperative degree to file caching of node i, which are assumed to be i.i.d. according to (8) with α = 1. We also set the range d of local interactions to be one, so that each node can communicate only with adjacent nodes. Note that increasing d brings results similar to those in micro-macro dynamics, because micro-macro dynamics is considered to be agent-based dynamics with d = ∞. The initial ratio p(0) of the number of cooperators to the total number of nodes is set to be 0.5, unless otherwise stated. We prepare ten independent samples of networks for each topological structure with a set of specific parameter values, and we will show only the average of those ten independent simulation results for each set of specific parameter values. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate the transient behavior of the synchronous and asynchronous systems, respectively, in the full-mesh network. Comparing Figure 5(a) with Figure 4 , we observe that the synchronous system shows transient behaviors similar to the micro-macro dynamics, both in the unstable case (K = 5) and in the stable case (K = 100). The reason of this phenomenon is that the synchronous system is configured according to the same assumption as the micro-macro dynamics and the stability condition follows (16) . From Figures 5(a) and 5(b) , we observe that when the synchronous system converges to the equilibrium (i.e., K = 100), the asynchronous system also converges to the same equilibrium. Furthermore the asynchronous system converges even in the unstable case (K = 5), independent of the initial ratio of cooperators. Since in the asynchronous system, only one node updates its strategy in each generation, global synchronization among nodes is avoided, and thus the ratio of cooperators does not oscillate. Note that the file availability after convergence is higher than that in the stable case, which would arise from the fact that nodes in the unstable system with K = 5 are more cooperative by nature than those in the stable system with K = 100.
Influence of Synchronization.
We turn our attention to the speed of convergence. From the lower panels of Figures 5(a) and 5(b) , we observe that the asynchronous system takes much generations before convergence than the synchronous system; the former takes about 3,000 generations, while the latter takes about 15 generations. Note here that in the synchronous system, all 1000 nodes update their strategies simultaneously at the beginning of generations, whereas only one node updates its strategy at the beginning of each generation in the asynchronous system. Therefore, in terms of the total number of occasions to update the strategy, the speed of convergence in the asynchronous system is faster than that in the synchronous system, because the number of cooperators does not oscillate in the asynchronous system.
From the above results, we conclude that when there exists the stable equilibrium, the synchronous and asynchronous systems exhibit a similar behavior. In addition, the asynchronous system can be stable even if the equilibrium in micro-macro dynamics is not stable. Note also that the asynchronous system is more realistic than the synchronous system. Therefore, in what follows, we consider only the asynchronous system. Figure 6 illustrates the file availability p * in the asynchronous system as a function of K, where m = 1, 2, and 4 in the scale-free and random networks. Recall that users becomes more heterogeneous with the increase of K. We observe that for a fixed m, the scale-free and random networks have almost the same file availability whose value is always greater than that in the fullmesh network. We also observe that a small m leads to a high value of the file availability. To understand these phenomena, we further examine the distribution of cooperators in the network in steady state. We define the search latency as the average of the number of hops from each node to the nearest cooperator, where the number of hops is equal to zero when the node is a cooperator. Figure 7 shows the relationship between K and the search latency in the scale-free and random networks. We find that a randomly chosen node can reach a cooperator within one hop on average even when K = 100, where the file availability lies in (0.3, 0.4).
Influence of Topological Structure.
To see the distribution of cooperators over the network, we further define the reachability to cooperators as the average ratio of the number of cooperators within Number of hops Reachability to cooperators Scale-free Random Scale-free, uniform distribution Random, uniform distribution respectively. Figure 8 shows the reachability to cooperators as a function of H, where K = 100 and m = 2. For the sake of comparison, we also plot the reachability to cooperators in the case that p * N cooperators are distributed randomly over the network. There is almost no difference between these two cases, and therefore the agent-based dynamics uniformly distributes cooperators over the network. We confirmed that the same result was obtained for m = 4. Note that this is caused by the structure of the game: each node can acquire higher payoff by selecting the different strategy of the opponent. Therefore defectors are likely to gather around a cooperator, which leads to the uniform distribution of cooperators. For the same reason, a larger m yields more defectors because of the increase of neighboring nodes. Figure 9 may help understand these phenomena, which illustrates an example of topological structure with transition of strategy distribution in a scale-free network with N = 100 and m = 1. For instance, the ratio of pairs composed of a cooperator and a defector increases from 0.38 (g = 0) to 0.66 (g = 2500). Although we set N to 100 so as to improve the visibility, we confirmed the similar results under the above mentioned simulation settings.
Next, we investigate the influence of the topological structure on the transient behavior. Figure 10 illustrates the transient behavior of the file availability in the scale-free network with m = 2. The transient behavior in the scale-free network is similar to that in the full-mesh network. Note that the speed of convergence in the scale-free network is slightly faster than that in the full-mesh network when K = 100.
Influence of High-Degree Nodes' Characteristics and
Behavior. There are a small number of high-degree nodes in the scale-free network, which are expected to have a greater impact on the system performance than low-degree nodes. We examine this hypothesis in two ways: threshold assignment evaluation and strategy assignment evaluation. In the threshold assignment evaluation, we first generated 1,000 samples of the threshold according to (8) and sorted them in a descending order. We then assigned them to nodes in a descending (resp., ascending) order of degree, which makes high-degree nodes cooperative (resp., uncooperative). Figure 11 shows the results of the cooperative and uncooperative cases. For the sake of comparison, we also present the result of the random case, which has already been shown in Figure 6 . We observe that the uncooperative case achieves the higher file availability than the cooperative case. This result arises from two factors: game structure and topological structure. Because the game structure encourages a node to take a strategy different from the opponent and high-degree nodes have a lot of neighbors, the uncooperative behavior of high-degree nodes yields many cooperators. The result of the random case is biased towards that of the uncooperative case because each node is subject to be uncooperative potentially due to (8) .
Next, we present the results of the strategy assignment evaluation in Figure 12 . We call the top 5% of nodes in a descending order of degree hub nodes. In the cooperative (resp., uncooperative) case, we fixed the strategies of hub nodes to cooperators (resp., defectors). The initial strategy of the rest of nodes is determined according to (8) . shows the file availability as a function of K. We observe similar results with those in Figure 11 , which comes from the same reason as discussed in the above.
In actual P2P file sharing systems, both the cooperative and uncooperative cases can occur. The cooperative case corresponds to the situation where a node acquires a lot of connections from others because of its cooperative behavior. On the other hand, the uncooperative case is regarded as the situation where an uncooperative node exploits many cooperative nodes. Note that in either case, the system becomes robust to file disappearance.
Conclusions
With evolutionary game theory, we discussed how the selfish and autonomous users' behavior in P2P file sharing systems affects the system performance. In particular, we focused on the heterogeneous users' sense of value to file caching and the heterogeneous topological structure of P2P networks. We first modeled the interactions about file caching among nodes as caching games, assuming that nodes are heterogeneous. With micro-macro dynamics, we analytically showed that high user heterogeneity leads to the stable file availability. Furthermore, we conducted simulation experiments based on agent-based dynamics and revealed how local interactions among nodes affect the system performance in the heterogeneous topological structure. The results of the simulation experiments are summarized as follows: (i) the asynchronous system is more stable than the synchronous system, (ii) compared with the topological structure, the game structure has a greater impact on both the file availability and the distribution of cooperators in the system, and (iii) the existence (resp., absence) of cooperative high-degree nodes decreases (resp., increases) the number of cooperative nodes in the system.
